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Jntfiischapter, writing from outside China, we use a pcacebuilding framework 
to-refleCl on a collaborative social work project completed from 2004 to 2010 
in Cina. Since experience and knowledge arc shaped by and within national 

· ilstitutions, we do not claim to represent the views of anyone else 
~in the project. The women whose words arc included in the chapter 

\le .not been part of this exploration of pcacebuilding nor do we know if 
have.or could have similar sentiments to those expressed in this chapter. 

"°""~·wg to Johan Galtung, "peace is the absence/reduction of violence of 
."He elaborates, "peace work is work to reduce violence by peaceful 

!'1 ~tung further defines negative peace and positive peace, where neg· 
place.refers to "the absence of violence of all kinds."20n the other hand, 
w jie&ce refers to transformations within and across institutions that rec· 

,inequities. Positive peace involves actions that prevent violence. 
"3 settings, positive peace efforts take place at the grassroots level 
expeiiences that change values and attitudes and, subsequently, 
·ID lliis chapter we describe the outcomes of a project thal employed 

· 1J:aloiog methods to develop a climate of inclusivity, egalitarian 
JOcal innovation with and for rural women in China. We will 
llliapges that occurred by drawing on the accounts of those who 
Communist Party at the All China Women's Federation and the 
iii · villages in which they provided services. 

WOMEN AND PEACE 

fiav~ not often included women al Lhe formal meetings of 
Bo'aies. This may be because pcaccbuilding has occurred in 
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the context of negotiations during conflicts or in post-conflict situations that 
have involved military personnel and national leaders who arc primarily men. 
However, there arc good reasons why women need to be included in such 
processes. A publication of the International Association for Humanitarian 
Policy and Conflict Resolution states: "[WJomcn involved in these processes 
will help design a lasting peace that will be advantageous to the empower
menl, inclusion and protection of women."~ 

Based on her peace work with women in Hong Kong. mainland China and 
Taiwan, Shun Hing Chan conceptualizes positive peace as a holistic concqit 
that includes gender equality, education, and sustainable livelihood. Sl:ie 
articulates that pcacebuilding takes place in "the everyday," which include$ 
actions taken at the individual, group, and community levels to prolllOle 
peace:' Building a peace process involves cultural values related to bani 
work, persistence, and harmony, qualities that women bring 10 bear in 1Jia 
face of a harsh environment and struggles to sustain a livelihood. Chan WrolO: 

Whether ac; elected officials, members of worker coopcmtives, or enviro~ 
tal entrepreneurs, women USC their different positioning and tactics lO excrmc 
power and sustain their work. which indirectly subverts unequal power reJiiOD. 
ships while building a balanced cultural ecology. Securing the rights of iDGig
enous people, defending the livelihoods of low-income workers, and cultivatiJI& 
cultural values nnd sustainable environments arc new kinds of peacemakiiig.dilr 
require persistence, creativity and intensive ncgotiation.5 

Julie Drolet and Tuulu Heinonen find that in some traditional rural: 
and localities women's engagement with family and household, ib&1 
home-based economic production and animal-raising, in co -
men's involvement in wage earning away from the housebol~ 
different needs, interests, and prioritics6 and, thus, the meaningful 
of women's experiences and pcrspccti ves in discussions of pea 
required. However, shifts in roles and responsibilities may occur due 
and economic change, processes and effects related 10 violence aiJd 
and these will be accompanied by resultant and often diffcrentiaL 
women's and men's lives. 

We embarked on a six.year international project in~ 
demic institutions and a number of All China Women's Fcdemli 
from several provinces to work in three regions of rural ChiDai 
of building capacity in over 500 front line ACWF cadres 
Chinese Communist Party.1Thc purpose of the project was to - • 
equality and human rights.8 We adop1ed participatory metliods' 
social work training courses in five counties of the pro~ 
two counties in Sichuan (southwestern China), two in Innen 
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smaller county in Shandong. Twemy-six townships and 73 villages from the 
~ve counties were involved in the project. The three provinces in which the 
project was implemented represented different developmental stages in eco
nomic development and markctization as a result of Deng Xiaoping's reform 
strategies since 1978.9 

rA}though structural oppression and violence arc not easily discussed by 
geq>le in China, there has, however, been some latitude in discussion and 
acti.vities around women's human rights and entitlements. During this six
yoar project, our university partners designed and delivered panicipatory 
llliliogprograms for the Women's Federation in each project site and enabled 
cross-site learning between them. We collaborated to conduct workshops for 

. ts and non-governmental organizations (NGOs) that work with rural 
ts in Beijing and participated in an annual exchange program for fac-

members, students, and leaders in the ACWr and local governments. We 
trained three Master of Social Work students who graduated and later 
· 1their newly acquired knowledge in Lhe project sites. 
llils-cbapter, we examine the project's outcome and critically discuss 
our pro]ect contributed to building a culture of peace that transcended 

ti.be seen as an otherwise rigid and hierarchical context that struc
qpgresses rural women. During the years of this project, we witnessed 

of culture in the everyday lives of women and their respective com
·tfiibc<>ntributed toward a process of peacebuilding. 

WOMEN'S WORK IN CHINA 

the:role of organizing women is monopolized by the ACWF. 
ntrolled NGOs arc nearly nonexistent in our project sites. 
organization formed under the Chinese Communist Pany 

~ts political work.10 Since economic reforms in 1978, the 
~on.has.assumed a more active role in mobilizing women to 
nomic1development. The ACWF is the main actor in orga· 

aod.services for local women, including matters of domestic 
'sPederation also serves as the main resource for mobi
omic production and carrying out centralized policies. 

starts at the national level and terminates at the town-
~At the village level, a nominal honorarium is given 

b (called fut111 zhuren) appointed by the ACWF to 
· tied duties in mobilizing grassroots women to sup

oujh most of the paid cadres were uni vcrsity trained, 
or specifically trained for women's work (as social 

1re referred to in the ACWF organization). Those at 
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the township level need to fulfill duties other than women's work and have 
limited external resources and suppon to do so.1 1 With iL'i top-down, pany
oriented approach to management and communication, the ACWF has had 
difficulty gaining the trust or suppon of rural women over the years.'1 

Without any formal structure for NGOs in the rural project sites, ow
project's main partner was the ACWF in each respective site. We conducted 
social work training with the ACWF local women leaders and cadres on 
gender equality, and social work skills based on humanistic principles and 
practice that were adapted to suit Chinese indigenous cultures. The soeial 
work training was grounded in participatory and interactive methods, •>wbicli 
focused on relationship building underscored by principles of power-with 
and power-to-empower others. 1~ Western knowledge was adapted to local 
culture and conicxt and trainers from Chinese university partners drew on 
local knowledge and experiences of rural women. We used panicipatmy 
rural appraisal (PRA) to work with rural women to identify needs in 
local communities.15 The main idea of PRA is that by using a particip 
method and seeing villagers as local experts. the villagers can work tog 
to resolve local issues collectively and on their own. PRA often involve$ 
use of appropriate and available technology from the local cnvironmen~ 
as pebbles, grains, and beans, to represent information. Villagers wtio 
very familiar with these local materials can participate by using them, e 
limited by low literncy or numerncy, to cast votes on their views or pii 
of concern. During project training, cadre trainees worked togetberm 
groups on the floor to draw community maps and voice their percei 
and dreams for improvement in their villages. The PRA methods were · 
used in project sites not only to conduct needs assessments, but also to 
cratically make community decisions. For example, a democratic~ 
used to select a model family in the village, which sharply contmstod 
the conventional method in which only the local authority was des1 
choose. The result of encouraging rural women to express their o 
was more local participation that rcllcctcd the rural women's in 
ACWF cadres promoted a greater variety of activities for nua1 w 
their families. 

At the beginning our project partners were worried about the use 
munity organizing due to the sensitivity of grassroots organizing as 
in China. Without naming it as such, the end result of employing, 
methods was similar to some community organi1ing strategies and 
from outside of China.16 In the project sites during PRA wo · 
identified issues such as poor water resources, lack of road-
support their economic activities, inadequate health care 
women• s voices in community leadership. The most common. 
in all sites was for technical knowledge about agriculture aaa. 
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for income generation. At the end of the six-year project, through mutual 
aid projects and learning ways to access and negotiate resources with local 
authorities, water pumps were installed and roads were built in local com
munities. A small number of women won local elections and had more say in 
community and political affairs. Women's needs, particularly in health care, 
were better addressed. Women led their households by engaging in new cco
noofic activities. As a result, women's status in social and economic domains 
was raised in their families and communities . 

.MAJOR ACHIEVEMENTS FOSTERING A CULTURE OF PEACE 

L~essing Traditional Cooperative Values which Humanized the 
a.tJUtand Built Trust 

tfi8 beginning of project training for ACWF cadres, the trainees were 
·aa1 of the participatory approaches, which were unfamiliar to them. 
anproaches adopted by the project contrasted with the conventional top

c1i&u:tic approach imposed by the upper hierarchy. With some skill 
opment and practice, the trainees tried out their new methods as they 
cildes, a format which generated interaction and learning in a way 

hid not experienced before. Into the second year of the project training, 
started reporting a change in their own lives such as an increase 
- cation with their children and families and, hence, improved 

.lo their everyday work encounters they noticed how a different 
coula·bring about positive engagement with the rural women they 

welcomed this new approach and adapted the knowledge to 
m local cultural contexts. 

couple of training sessions, I resisted [social work ideas), considering 
:Y useless. 

the CO\USe of training, when we heard about these, we were all so 
J li&100tterfties in the stomach. We jusl think, after we come back. 

tOdo something when we go back. 

regUfred disciplined action, constant self-observation and 
ll as feedback from and exchange with other cadres who 
ge ~u:ally challenging. The positive response of cadres, 

tliC Village directors, and the remarkable increase in local 
olio the various community projects confirmed that these 

were'iodeed bearing positive results. Seeing results from 
cJda.:reinforced their continued use among the cadres and 
on.of their panicipatory approach within the practicum 
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context. The participatory interaction and collective reflection created an 
alternative way of knowing that was flexible and interpersonally connected. 

In our project's outcome study, the trained participants provided evidence 
of remarkable changes as a result of the social work training. One of the 
greatest achievements of the project was that the ACWF cadres began to 
work more collaboratively with rural women who came for help. They no 
longer saw these women in the category of other or as women inferior to 
them. Many cadres spoke about the contrast between the newly learned and 
applied bouom-up approach with the previously applied judgmental, toir 
down and rigid approach. Instead of using the old mode of giving orders to 
rural women, the cadres learned to listen to their service recipients and built. 
their own capacity for empathy toward their rural service recipients. One 
of the greatest achievemenL<> was removing some of the hierarchies imposed 
by the system. A more egalitarian relationship emerged in the cadres' reJi, 
tionships with those they served. 

After training, many trained Women's Federation cadres noted greaaer, 
trust and respect for the rural women and families to whom they proVldca 
services: 

After we learned 1his social work method. we now approach things from bouoca 
10 top. to know about their needs; !hen we will launch the services in an limn>" 
priatc way {acconling 10 people's needs]. [think this is much belier. 

·n1e clients we arc dea1ing with are all socially vulnerable people. I u(ed IO 
think that !hey were all incapable. But. after the training, l believe tfuit;i 
people arc also respectable and capable. 11tirdly, my work atlitudcS
changcd a lot. I used to only do the work that was assigned by others. Now,i 
my best to find the work by myself in order to help others better. 

Following training on gender equality, PRA, and social work 
cadres learned and tried to apply principles such as respect for pri.Vao 
determination, being nonjudgmental, and helping others so they co 
themselves, as contrasted with earlier top-down methods. 

After 1his project, we learned to respect each other and 10 keep their~ 
confidential. ... (In the past) we helped them make the decision. hli' 
make 1hc decision by themselves. We arc no longer their leader • .Iii1ead 
give women some references and comments. and we do not impciO 
ideas but let tltcm make a decision by tltcmselves. The results are 
what they were in the past. 

Respect for the individual, understanding, and genuine repfd 
to self-determination were developed through training as refl · 
lowing scenario about a domestic dispute shared by a cacuc: 
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Previously, when 1 tried to resolve family disputes such as fights and quarrels 
between husband and wi!C, I was also very a11gry when they came to me for 
help. I would usually directly give them my opinions and comments regarding 
their dispute. Afler they both agreed to my comments. I asked them to write 
and sign a contract indicating commitment to prevent future similar disputes 
.from happening again. But this method was not effective enough and could 
only solve problems temporarily. After a while, they staned to quarrel and fight 
again. 

When the same couple came to my office again, this time I listened to their 
complaints carefully and asked the woman to decide how she really wanted to 
so1ve the dispute. She decided to sue her husband, take him to coun, and divorce 
1iiin. Generally, a coun hearing docs not result in the immediate approval of a 
ciforce. The judge took a shon period of time to try to resolve their dispute 
&a'before divorcing them. During this period, her husband realized how seri· 
ODS'lt was this time. So he stopped drinking alcohol and started to work really 
llardilike be bad before. 11ten the wife slowly changed her mind and expressed 
oonceri1 to her husband. Later on the husband moved back to the house and 
Jived together again with his wife. She withdrew her divorce application from 

cowt. so the problem was resolved. I don't have to force them to sign the 
and become their guar..mtor. 
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die obtcomc study conducted in 2010, project participants reported 
cts with in-laws had been rc<luced. Family communication and 

fm.proved. Women learned and applied various methods in han
cts that resulted in less occurrence of domestic violence. Many 

in-law became more supponi ve of their daughters-in-law when they 
ger women become economically acti vc and bringing ad di

. •to the family. The shift in women's economic status at home 
· relationships in the household. Women were treated with 

at.Home. Decision-making patterns changed. The women's hus
·to,tbeir views more and they became more supportive, taking 
tasks such as cooking and housework that were lraditionally 

or .. -.... ...... The spouses were proud of their wives' newly acquired 
thC<family in economic achievement and sustainable livcli

l&rictJltural project areas, women were engaged in producing 
crops, and sideline electronic production work. while in 

n fl\.Cquired the skills to raise chickens and goats. Both 
and caclres reported increased self-esteem and confidence, 

s ~f needs and their own potential. The knowledge 
caares equipped them with a new approach in working 

°n;'e.new training they offered to rural women helped local 
sc1f-confidencc, hence, reafoing greater self-esteem 
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2. Building Social Capital and Caring Communities 
through Cooperation 

In Sichuan and Inner Mongolia, over I 00 mutual aid groups were formed 
in local villages during the six years of the project. In the villages where we 
conducted outcome studies women were mobilized and took the lead in nego
tiating resources with local government to build pumping stations to relieve 
them of the heavy labor of increasing farm work. In one village, in a join~ 
practical effort with men, women worked toward more sustainable livelihood 
for the village by opening up a canal so that water pumped from a lower level 
could run through the canal and irrigate their farmland. 18 

Women formed themselves into different self-help groups to support one 
another socially and economically. Some formed micro-credit groups to. 
obtain small-scale loans lo support new economic activities. With financial 
help to start up local businesses, some women became entrepreneurs by open. 
ing hardware or other shops or engaging in recycling businesses. The soclil 
work pmctice methods that the cadres had learned taught them how to coortJi. 
nate different kinds of available resources to enable the women to start 1Jiese 
local businesses. Following is a story told by a cadre at the end of the projcel!-

When (the rural woman] originally came to us, she told us she was motivatcil to 
stan the business, but was afraid of losing money and did not have the capitii 
she needed. We helped her get a loan from the Rural Credit Co-operatives bur; 
ao; this loan was not sufficient, we also loaned her some through mic~ 
groups. We no longer only sought social assistance from the local civil aft'lia 
department, which would have been our previous approach. This change 
approach was more effective. As the old Chinese proverb tells us: "It is 
lo teach one how to fish than to give one a fish. for the one who is taugtit 
cat for a lifetime, not only for u day." 

The following story told by a trainee in a photovoicc session (m 
photography as a data collection strategy) is representative of many 
women's stories of achievement that captures the process of building 
capital: 

Originally, she was the only left /Jeliind woman in the village who had 
rich by raising pigs. Then she staned a mutual aid group in the c -
teach group memhcrs pig-raising techniques and experiences. Be<:a* 
efforts, more than 30 women followed her example and starte4 to 
'lllis has been done exclusively by this left behind woman. 

In some of the villages, we heard from women about their ~ol 
a concrete road so that they could transport their fresh produce to dla 
on time. During the outcomc study we heart! that, in some projeicti 
were built and the women's incomes hud increased. Since most o6 
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mieralcd to work in urban ccnlrcs, the women organized lhemselves to repair 
the-road. In other villages, women told us that some had to wait to participate 
in such projcc1s as aU were enthusiastic and wanted to help but not all could be 
accommodated. 
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Women who participated utilized their newly acquired skills not only lo 
generate income, but also to provide care for persons who were disabled or 
,pregnant women and whose husbands had migrated to work. ln their respec
tive mutual aid groups, the rural women helped one another during harvest 
season when someone was sick or needed additional help so they could ten<l 
to their in-laws. 

®WJ Staub remarked on the values of cooperation and communily that 
aptly1lescribe the results of our project: 

VU>es of cooperation and community. an appreciation of others' humanity 
and worth that is not based on their material possessions but on their charac1cr. 
capacity for positive relationships, and contribution to lheir neighbour's lives 
ad community, would make lhc cvolu1ion of violence less likely.19 

ofiftle'northem project counties, a group of women took up singing and 
as·a.means to express themselves. Yangko dance was performed pub-

~1te. t._be conventional male-dominant view that such practices took 
away from household chores and was a waste of time. The women 
to sing and dance together and worked with the village women dircc

uently fanning a group of over 80 women dancers who practiced 
;publicly. Some more conservative members believed that 

Who am>eared in public to perform in this way would encourage the 
of Village morals. The dancers were somet.imes subject lo gossip 
~prevented some from taking part, however, the dancing 

Omisbl:~ and the women soon performed at cultural acti vi tics with 
~!The role of dance was important for the women because, 

.McHenry notes, the arts can represent both social and civic 
daDce and other arts arc "a means of communicating meaning 
• · and are used to make a statement, for pleasure and the ere· 

.tt211 lil:fural China, these activilies opened up for the women 
f liWlding networks and communal expression. Dancing also 

· activities and relations among village women, instill-
of common purpose and effort. 

~project more women participated in community affairs 
g. ilior example, there was an increase in the number 
wti'o participated in community activities initiated by 
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women. With regard to local political decision making, men had previously 
dominated village leadership and women had seldom voted. AL the end of the 
project, it was reported in many villages that 70 to 80 percent of villagers who 
came to vote were rural women. Women voted for the people they wanted to 
support, which resulted in more women being selected as village representa
tives and taking up political positions. 

After the social work training, the cadres developed abilities in resource 
mobili:t.ation and acquired the knowledge and skills to tap into available 
resources to meet the needs of villagers. With increased ability of cadres to 
write their own funding proposals and reports, they began to experience some 
success in soliciting funds for a variety of local projects aimed at improving1 

the lives of rural women and their communities. Through learning how to 
apply panicipatory approaches and generate positive support from local gov. 
ernments, rural women's capacities were also built, as well as awareness o£ 
their needs. The following account was given during focus group inter\iiewt 
of the evaluation study: 

1 think this project has been a big influence. Defore, our work was all arrangca 
by the government; each department was responsible for its own busi.lless; 
Defore, we carried out tasks by using that approach. But now it is differeit; 
according to women's wishes; they know we focus on them too. Theirawm11CSS1 
has been improved. This project pays more auention to women, and the goym. 
ment docs as well- and other working methods have also changed. Now, cvmL 

if their husbands arc not at home or the government doesn't initiate anyprojiell; 
women would look for work and develop their own projects. Their awareness: 
self-empowerment has improved. It is because the local government now 
attention to the work of rural women, and this project has ployed somewfe 
that, too. 

One of the major achievements as a result of trainees' local initiali 
Inner Mongolia was the establishment of centers for women and fan 
who were left behind in the villages as men migrated to work in City 
With minimal start-up funds from the project itself, the Women's
tion cadres convinced the county government to finance the w . ............. 

the centers. These arc also important gathering places for women 
share experiences and concerns. Regular discussions were held 
such as women's health and parent-child relationships. Both in,Si 
Inner Mongolia, severnl project townships obtained over }00,'()()() 
(approximately t 7,000 Canadian dollars) to build irrigation 
roads. One trainee recounted the following: 

This time our whole village completed an applkation form. so 
how many people were participating in this project and experl 
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issue. After completing this fonn, they :.ubmiued it to our leaders, and they felt 
it was very good, as it reflected the need and the si1.c of the community. Defore 
the government didn't know which Kac/w l1•i/lage, in Mongolian) needed this 
project. but now with tl1c submitted application, they know what the needs arc 
aud have a better understanding. 
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According to Johan Gallung, a condition for peace is an equitable relation
sm,p.21 The changes in cadres' attitudes and work methods not only had a 
ttemendous impact on the women in the villages but also resonated with their 
suJlCtiors in the ACWF, contributing to the creation of institutional change. 
Some cadres who went through the social work training shifted from a sub
missive stance to one in which they challenged their local government supcra 
'lisc>IS and brought forward ideas from the grassroots to the local authorities. 
,A's-lQcal authorities witnessed concrete results from the changes, they became 

jQpportivc of the Women's Federation cadres' work and more affirming 
1fic gender initiatives they proposed. The transformation that took place 
lminees' attitudes and methods led to ripple effects of change evident in 

hl~chical organizational management in the ACWF institution and 
to the grassroots. There was also more consultation with women in 

v.ill!ges, rather than direct orders from front line cadres. 
!nast. counly leaders seldom traveled to the countryside to panici

Jocalrvillage activities. The participatory approach adopted by trained 
16wnSbip and village cadres motivated the county leaders 10 visit the 

afar the first time, rather than separating themselves on the higher 
f diefpodium as in the past, leaders sat with the local women during 

• engagement activities. A cadre recounted how this action moved 
women to tears: 

1111 ICtivity for these left-belli11d populations that involved us going into 
~ iidfug a Jong way to the towns and villages. 111c most impressive 

Mtliose left-behind rural women in the village held our hands and 
ai1I ~am in my 40s. This is the first time that Women's f-cdcra

to us to bold this activity and we can sit together and enjoy the 
before, during our acth•ities, we would sit on ilie platfonn 

v01agc women would sit off-stage. We gave them lectures, and 
•mam orde~ from upper levels of governments or bills passed 

Btitlnow we joined their activities. 

®the China project, the ACWF trainees experienced 
oBcbange as a rcsull of active learning in the social 

This process resembles what Stephen Kemmis 
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describes as "action, practice and change."22 From the cadres' accounts in 
reports and their wriuen stories, we sec seeds of praxis that developed as 
the cadres learned, tried out what they learned, reflected on their actions and 
results and revised their course of action to fit bcuer with the local situation 
and context. In their everyday lives and work, the cadres reported that they 
often revisited ideas and questioned their assumptions. Reflection and funber 
practice enabled them to re-evaluate existing values and premises in the light 
of their developing new practices. 

Through the tr.tining, I staned to wonder if I really hold the assumption that 
every woman has the capability. So, for the recent New Year's celebration 
party, I changed my approach. 1 a.c;kcd them what 1 could do for them. They 
offered lots of good suggestions, such as playing games, dancing and talk 
shows, etc. We tried them out. Everyone had a good time as a result of the 
varieties of the activities. 

The praxis process encouraged trainees to examine and challenge tbeit 
notions related to gender, for example, the perception that men are supem 
and women inferior, and to explore the structural issues related to such gen. 
der assumptions. Thus, after taking part in gender awareness training, cai:tiis 
started lo question these notions and wanted to address the structural issues 
that lead to gender inequity. The following reflection characterizes a ifilft 
from an individual to a structural level of problem analysis: 

The techniques that we learn arc not sufficient to solve problems on a laiger 
scale. Moreover, as societies evolve there will be all kinds of new problemsi 
and dilemmas. If we just work with our clients in tenns of individual cases; k. 
will not get us very far. In order to solve a problem from the root, we neeCl'10 
raise the awareness of gender equality in the whole society, and with the mutual 
support of other social benefit policies. This is a piece of my thoughts aboutidie 
deep problems. :J 

According to Malcolm Payne, reflection is a cognitive process ifill 
by emotions and bodily reactions, which arc also regarded as · 
sources of knowledge.2~ From the outcome data, we found that caat-. 
a subjective experience as they took action through reflection anil 
action, which had evoked a great deal of emotion. In the process o 
social work in class and practice settings, lhe authors (also 
trainers) wimesscd the trainees going through stages of confusion, 
and reflection on what they were taught in social work, decoas 
concepts and modes of action, and finally embracing the appropriatO 
develop their base of informed practice. During the praxis process. 
used an indigenous term. thought collisio11, to describe lhe 
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reciprocal challenges that occurred between trainers and trainees as they 
strove to find the practice modes most relevant to local rural practice. Their 
practicum experiences offered an opportunily to immediately apply theory 
10 practice, and supported learning from the bottom-up and from grassroots 
practice experiences. 

The positive response of cadres, especially among the village directors, and 
the remarkable increase in local women's participation in the various com
.munitY projects confirmed that these changes in method were indeed bearing 
J<>sitive results. Seeing results from applying these methods reinforced their 
continued use among the cadres and led to further evolution of their participa~ 
tocy approach within the practicum context. The participatory interaction and 
collective reflection created an alternative way of knowing that was flexible 
an<J .interpersonally connected. Such a process is an example of effective 

;SOC:ial work practice that makes use of a thoughtful and critical approach 
wnere1diff ercnt ideas and concepts generate reOection and action and lead to 
LMW conceptualization of practice. Ultimately, practice is transformed, as 
reftCCted in the accounts of front-line experience of both the cadres and the 
;turiL women. 

?Yficibael Edwards and Gita Sen suggest that deep-rooted personal transf or
• on .fuels a search for more humane social systems founded upon more 

.,.w>Oiative, egalitarian principles. The potential for change is made pos
Wben the wishes of people at the grassroots level can be expressed and 

•25 We saw such a possibilily occurring as cadres strove to understand 
:o6e& of rural women and work more collaboratively with them and as 

re.fleeted these needs to their superiors . For their efforts, they cxperi· 
some good responses from the authorities . In their exploration of how 

-on of human relationships may lead to social change, Edwards 
also argue that change requires a fundamental shift in values. This 

7o be freely chosen in order to be sustainable, and such choice is 
ty to be made by individuals who have experienced a "transforma

·t]» ~"These personal and/or collective transformations need to be 
fiylarger institutions in order to be sustainable.26 When one considers 
onnation experienced by local cadres, and its impact on the local 

1flay served, the question arises: To what extent can this transforma· . './ 

CONCLUSION 

!ODgl{lroject with women in China was successful in generating 
ti~tful relations as seen in activities that broke new 
enged existing rigid, hierarchical structures. The women 
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who were trained were interested in joining together to help one anolber 
and to meet local household and community needs, for example, in local 
micro-enterprise initiatives, and in groups to build alternative structures and 
networks, such as rural roads, wells, and libraries, to further women's needs 
and interests. 

The Women's Federation cadres who participated in training activities and 
practicums raised their awareness of rural women and of women's mutual 
interests. They also drew from the lessons learned in the training, which 
stimulated improved morale, new perspectives and methods, and a gre&ltt 
energy for working at the grassroots with women who were no longer dis
tanced from them. The activities and outcomes of the project can be .framea 
as pcaccbuilding in that they changed relationships once characterized by~ 
sion and conflict and built capacity in individual participants and commum
ties. They also initiated institutional change in that those ACWF cadres wfio 
applied the participatory methods learned in their work brought their expe:ri:. 
ences into the ACWF organization, a structure within the Communist Pafty. 
Although we do not know how the new ideas and practices were transfeincl 
to these bodies, nor do we know how much this was possible, we hope rfilr 
some seeds were planted that will lead to greater equality between woman 
and men at the grassroots, in the Women's Federntion organizations, ana1· 
other government bodies. 
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